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ONE CDDP Worker Guide(s) Feedback Response 

In response to feedback received from stakeholders reviewing this 

proposal, ODDS has made the following adjustments to the original 

proposal: 

• A commenter suggested: It would be even better if it could clarify that 

a child needs to also be enrolled in waivered K plan services, which 

requires parent/guardian participation in development of Waivered K 

plan for their child and the required monitoring in order to receive and 

remain eligible for Medicaid via PMDDT.  

 

ODDS adopted this change. The Family Guide will read: Q: If my 

child becomes eligible through PMDDT are there on-going 

requirements? A: when a child becomes eligible through PMDDT you 

are required to have monthly waiver services (usually CM service 

each month) in order to maintain eligibility for Medicaid.  

 

• A commenter suggested: I am writing to inquire if ODDS can also 

make versions available for Adults with I/DD (not just families of 

children).  This information is desperately needed in the field 

(brokerages) – specifically to provide information to Adults who are 

applying for Medicaid for the first time.  It would also be helpful to 

have a Medicaid Renewal Guide that we could share with Adults 

already on Medicaid.  

Response: Thank you for the suggestion. It is beyond the scope of 

this work, but we will refer your question to the policy team.  

 

• A commenter suggested clarification: Do you complete the ONA first, 

then submit the DDEE (0337) in eXPRS? Does it matter what order 
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these steps get completed? In the past we would get notified of 

PMDDT approval, schedule the ONA so that this assessment can be 

used to inform ISP development, and them complete the DDEE 

(0337) once we know the tentative enrollment date into 151.  The 

order of steps and timelines for completing them are not clear.  

 

ODDS adopted this change. The CDDP Guide will read: The ONA 

needs to be completed in order to generate the level of care which is 

now required to establish Medicaid eligibility. The ONA must be 

completed prior to submitting DDEE (0337).  

 

• A commenter asked the following question: Does every child found 

not eligible get referred to an ODHS eligibility worker, even if the 

boxes are checked requesting long-term care services and indicating 

the child experiences disability?  

ODDS Response: The review by the eligibility worker is built into the 

new ONE system.  

 

• A commenter asked the following question: Will the CDDP be notified 

of PMDDT approval and completion of the DDEE (0337)? Can the 

CDDP also be informed directly by PMDDT when PMDDT is 

approved? 

 

• ODDS Response: The CDDP’s will be notified of the PMDDT 
approval by the Technical Assistance Unit (TAU). The Worker’s 
Guide reads:  
Upon notification/review of PMDDT approval: 

o TAU will continue to monitor the status of Medicaid eligibility. 
o ODHS eligibility worker will complete a Medicaid eligibility 

determination in ONE.  
Upon notification/review of PMDDT denial: 

o TAU will send an email to the CDDP notifying them of the 
PMDDT denial. CDDP will follow up with the family and remind 
the family to notify the CDDP when the family receives notice 
of the Medicaid eligibility determination. 
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ODHS eligibility worker completes a Medicaid eligibility determination 

in ONE. 

 

• A commenter made the following statement: I would not feel 

comfortable having the family go through the ONA process until we 

are notified that the client is eligible for PMDDT… what if the client is 

determined ineligible for PMDDT? This does not make sense to me. 

Our ONA assessors and SC’s do not have the time to do 

assessments if the client is not going to be eligible for PMDDT 

ODDS Response: We understand the risk of the child completing the 

ONA and not be found eligible. However, for the child to be 

determined eligible for Medicaid through this process, the level of 

care needs to be completed. This is done through the ONA.   

 

• A commenter made the following statement: I don’t think it is realistic 

to expect that the families notify us, as they often do not check their 

email regularly and may miss this notification. Additionally, many of 

our families do not speak English, the parent may have a disability, 

they may be lower income and not have access to internet. Can we 

be notified directly if a client is not eligible for OHP? 

ODDS Response: Yes. The Technical Assistance Unit (TAU) will 

send notification.  

• A commenter asked the following question: Why are (CDDP) issuing 

the NOPA if we did not make the PMDDT decision? Is the family 

receiving a NOPA from the PMDDT team too? 

ODDS Response: Yes. Both notices are required. One is for not 

qualifying for Medicaid and the other comes from The CDDP saying 

not eligible for certain DD services because of lack of Medicaid.  

 

• A commenter made the following statement: Many agencies charge a 

fee to release records, which is a barrier for families. This does not 

seem equitable. 
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ODDS Response: We are not aware of this being a barrier in general, 

PMDDT has been able to receive records, in general. Families have 

sometimes been able to help facilitate the release.  

 

• A commenter asked the following question: How will the CDDP know 

if the “boxes” have been marked correctly to trigger PMDDT 

application process? Does someone contact the family if it’s 

questionable? 

 

ODDS Response: The only way for CDDP to know is if they are 

serving in the assister role. Otherwise, there is not a way to know 

other than the family being denied Medicaid. This is the reason why it 

is so important to emphasize to families the need to complete the 

form accurately.  

 

• A commenter requested clarification: What is “SELG” 

 

ODDS adopted this change. The CDDP Guide will read: … service 

code or SELG … 

• One commenter requested clarifications: The DDEE (0337) can't be 

completed until a PMDDT determination has been made.  Our DD 

Analysts complete and submit the DDEE (0337) once they receive 

the client's Individualized Service Plan. In the ONE system the 

process involves following these steps and spelling them out.  

ODDS Response: The steps are as follows: 1. Refer for Medicaid. 2. 

If referred to PMDDT, complete the ONA. 3. Submit the DDEE with 

the “pend for PMDDT” language. 4. Once Medicaid is established, 

complete planning including development of the ISP.  

 

ODDS appreciates those who took the time and opportunity to review this 

proposal. We value your input in making our program better. 
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Similar comments have been aggregated; others paraphrased. ODDS has 

made every effort to address all concepts noted in the comments.  

Grammar and formatting errors that were noted in comments are not 

addressed but are appreciated. 

 

 

 


